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M ark E Smith in conversation with M ichael Stewart  Huddersfie ld L iterature Festival 
2009 

Lawrence Batley Theatre 

 

MS 
already spoken to you before about this, but I think a lot of your fans will want to 

 

MES The hip ? 

MS The hip yes. How is the hip? How did you break your hip? And how is it now? 

MES The hip priest. Have you bought any records in the past twenty years ? [the intro 
music was The Hip Priest]. 

Audience laugh. 

MS No I just download them.  

MES Oh right. No,  fine now.  

MS 
before. 

MES Yeah, five years. 

MS And you 
theory? 

MES  

Audience laugh. 

MS  ? 

MES I think so, yeah. 

MS this evening but I 

this. What was it about this particular event that appealed to you Mark ? 

MES  

Audience laughs. 

MS what it was? 

MES  This seems to be going alright. 
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MS  

Audience laughs. 

MES Why are you playing Fall records from 1982? [he is still having a dig at me for 
playing Hip Priest]. 

MS 

which is now available in paperback. [To audience] Mark has kindly agreed to stay 
behind after the event to sign copies. 
which I was going to say, I hope you enjoy, but I hope, in a strange way, that you 

 

The Country Life Butter advert is played featuring John Lydon. Audience laugh immediately. 

MES  

MS 
Pistols and for early Public Image Limited, but tell me what do you think and feel 
when you watch that footage? 

MES What are showing that for ? 

MS I have got a serious point believe it or not. Which is this, the sheer longevity of The 

burn out or fade away, you seem far away from doing either.  

MES So you had to show a commercial ? 

Audience laughs. 

MS hat do you think it is about you, when say John Lydon, well 
till going after 

33 years and Lydon is making butter commercials. 

MES  

MS Yeah. 

MES  

MS And is that the difference? 

MES lot older than me you know. 

MS Is he ? 

 

MS  
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MES Who said that? 

MS  

MES it. 

MS Have you not? 

MES No. 

 

MS Well I misread that then.  

MES I have this problem with people going round pretending to be me. 

MS Appare  

MES I know, yeah. 

MS Maybe it was him then. 

MES I track them down in the end. It just takes a year or two. 

MS  

MES Renegade, yeah. 

MS 
 

MES I never said that. 

G  

MS  

MES 
meant well, but it happens a lot to me this, the more I get to know people, the more 
they try and 

 

MS So he said that, not you ? 

MES if you 
worry about it you end up going mad. 

MS  

MES Mein Kampf   ? Mein Kampf ? [laughs at the absurdity of it]. One 
day with him I was looking through this bag and I came across these lyrics and I 

 ? Some kind of weirdo ? Then I realised it was me. 
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gets big laugh. 

MS 
accurate. 

What were the main things you wanted to set straight then? 

MES 
biographies, I always thought they were very funny. So a cheap crime novel with a 

 but it got out 
of hand because the publishers who did football biographies like Ian Wright wanted to 
do it but then Penguin stepped in. 

MS So did that spoil your plans ? 

MES No, it was better. 

MS Forgive me Mark, but in that case, I think the book is very far away from your 
 ? 

MES Who told you that ? 

Big laugh. 

MS tting the record straight, the 
American tour in 2006 with Ben, Steve and Spencer  
book, do you want to just explain what happened on that tour? 

 

MES Well I sat down and told them that there was going to be two or three months away 
from home. Very typical Manc musicians. No problem, no problem. They all sort of 
cracked up after a few weeks. People seem to crack about three weeks. People tend to 

 

MS Why is that ? 

MES  

MS Do you think you put them under pressure ? 

MES  

MS That comes across, why do you think that is ? 

MES 
music business or with the literar

back. 
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MS 
anecdotes about your childhood. My favourite is a game you played with your sisters 
called Japanese Prison Camp  can you just explain what that was? 

MES I always had to babysit four or five girls. I was the oldest child. My parents were 

e babysitters in them days. 

MS 
 ? 

MES  

Big laugh. 

MS Have your sisters forgiven you for that game. 

MES Oh yeah. 

MS No lasting traumas ? 

MES [he laughs at the irony of this]. 

MS They got off lightly then... I tell you what else interested me in the book. You say that 
when you 
when you left school you just wanted to sign on get a flat, take drugs, and avoid work. 
But then two years later   

MES  

Big laugh. 

MS . 
In other words you had a strong vision of what you wanted The Fall to be. What 
happened in between to change you? 

 

MES My vision was to leave the house as quick as possible. Which is probably unusual for 
you innit ? 

MS What is ? 

MES Leaving the house ? 

Gets a big laugh. 

MS Well, yeah. 

MES No, my ambition was to leave the house because it was too crowded. 
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MS But it is a big gap though to say you hated music and then to have that vision. 

MES  rock music 
was of the quality I wanted it to be. 

MS You say about your own writing that you get very frustrated with yourself 
not written on a particular day. You also say that you find it hard to motivate yourself 
sometimes, as a writer. What type of writer are you? I mean, do you sit down at a 
desk for say 3 hours a day, or are you more sporadic? 

MES -editor. 

MS I think a lot of people think of you in terms of a beat writer, very spontaneous, valuing 

more disciplined writer than that. Do you go through a lot of drafts ? 

MES  
good
doing a record. A record can be a pain in the arse, especially in the studio, especially 
the musicians, but a book, it goes on for ages an

 

MS Are you still as avid a reader as you once were?  

MES Very much so, yeah. 

MS  

MES I think 

reading. 

MS ormative moment, of seeing The Sex Pistols at the Lesser 
Free Trad
the Sex Pistols, do you think you would have formed The Fall? 

MES 
came about. We used to have poety readings with the mental nurses. 

MS This is Prestwich Hospital ? 

MES Yeah. 

MS Which is now a garage or something. 

MES Tesco. 

MS I worked there many years ago. 

MES Where ? 
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MS Prestwich Hospital. 

MES Did you ? 

MS Yeah, as a care assistant. They had cats in the cellar. 

MES Not nurses ? 

MS No it was run by cats. 

MES Funny you should say that, because when I lived opposite it, I found the patients more 
sane than the fucking staff. Started a lot of our songs off, you know, Psycho-Mafia, 
stuff like that. 

MS And that song was based on those people ? 

MES Sort of, yeah.  

MS I used to take them to the pub on a Sunday, some of the patients. The Church pub. 
And punters used to get confused as to who were the nurses and who were the 
patients. 

MES It happened all the time, yeah. The nurses used to sit down cross legged listening to 
 

MS our songs, 
are more like short storie

them. What would you be doing now then, if the Fall had never happened do you 
think? Would you be writing short stories, plays, novels, films? 

MES  

MS Do you think you were destined to be in The Fall then ? 

MES  

MS  

MES I agree. 

MS  

MES Yeah, I wanted it to be topical but not dated. So that in years to come it would still 
mean something. I mean all that stuff you were playing from 1982, a lot of people 
younger than you can relate to it, but at the time we were scum. What you say about 

, 
because you were only ten or something. 
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MS Well, I discoved The Fall when I was eighteen, 1989. 

MES:  

MS   [To the audience]  

MES: [Singing] I was walking down the street and I went past the venue and I heard this 
thumping... 

Audience in uproar.  

 ...sorry I should  have done that. 

MS It was The Venue next to The Hacienda. 

MES Was it. 

MS Your sister was in there in fact. 

MES [To the audience]  

MS  

MES: Nothing. 

MS: -back bores, people who are unduly 
obsessed with the past. There seems to be a lot of it about at the moment. Bands 
getting back together. You wrote Reformation   

MES Reformation was about the reformation of The Fall because I keep having to do it, it 

keep doing. 

MS   

MES said here. 

MS I like what you say about writing about place in the book you say that writing about 

comparison... 

MES The ghost writer wrote that. 

Big laugh. 

Dante? 

MS 

East German rabbit that comes to Manchester as an immigrant and is happy until the 
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day it finds out that Harold Shipman has been giving out drugs to old ladies. Every 
time I hear that song it makes me laugh. But is it just a comedy song or do you mean 
something more by it? 

MES  

MS Is it satire ? 

MES 
 

MS e rabbit got to do with it then ? 

MES  ? 

MS . 

MES Did you actually think it was about a rabbit ? 

Gets a huge laugh. 

MS  

MES You thought it was a rabbit ? 

Another huge laugh. 

MES East German, drug dealer, Shipman   

MS Well, yeah, I know who Shipman was. 

MES  

MS Who comes over to Manchester   

MES Not Manchester, why Manchester ? 

MS Well, north Britain. Quite likes it, then finds out Harold Shipman   

MES That he can get drugs from his surgery. 

MS And the moral of the story is ? 

MES  

Big laugh. 

 He feels disappointed. 

MS He does feel disappointed  I feel for that rabbit. 

MES Did you actually think he was a rabbit ? 
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MS I did Mark, yeah.  

MES shakes his head in pity and disbelief. 

Big laugh. 

MS The writer who seems to have had the biggest influence on you from Dragnet onwards 
really, you quote Blake in Dr me or be enslaved by 

 

MES Is this from the book ? 

MS terable, you have a 
song all about William Blake. What makes him so important as an artist to you ? 

MES I like his writing more than his art. 

MS 
and you like Nietzsche as well, is that right ? 

MES Most of his stuff. 

MS  

MES B
He said, 200 years from the day I die the selfish smiling fool and the selfish frowning 

 200 years from my death. And that is 
incredible, for someone to write that. Think about it.  

MS  

MES But he was writing during the Napoleaonic wars. He was beaten up by a bloke from 
nt today.  

MS What about contemporary l

words that rhyme. Do you think there are good contemporary lyricists out there ? Are 
the  ? 

MES  

Very long pause. 

MS I mean, for example, I like a lyricist called Nigel Blackwell. Have you heard of him ? 
Half Man Half Biscuit ? 

MES   

MS So are there no contemporary lyricists you like ? 

MES Yeah, there are some good ones. 
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MS  ? 

MES  

MS gery in there. 

MES  

MS  

MES 
person 

-poetry. People who just get rhymes 
out of  

MS  

MES Why ? 

MS    

MES How do you know that  

Gets a laugh. 

MS  

Gets a laugh.  

  

MES  

MS You left stuff out about Tony Wilson, out of respect for the family. 

MES I left a lot of stuff out.  

MS Has enough time passed now ? Is it fair to talk about it ? 

MES  

MS  

MES 

starving to death.  

MS  

MES Well, I agree with you on that.  
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MS 
 

MES  ? 

Big laugh. 

MS Wait and see.  

The sequence from Ideal is played where MES plays Jesus Christ. 

MS  ? 

MES The main thing about Ideal is, it was supposed to be about drug dealers and stuff, and 
they made that character up    

MS The reason I showed that was for a serious point. 

MES  ? 

MS Well   

MES 
the script. Like 24 Hour People, I was in there for 9 pages. By the time I got through 

 

Big laugh. 

 Tony can you get us a key.  

MS  

MES  

some people tend to write more for themselves    

MS You right less. 

MES Yeah. 

MS The reason why I showed it is simply this, have you read the book The Fallen by 
Dave Simpson ? 

MES  

MS He seems to want to put you across as a David Koresh-style cult leader. 

MES Do you get that impression ? 

MS [to audience] actually, is he here tonight ? 

Audience shouts out, are . 
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the deification of rock stars. 
 

MES  ? 

MS Well, if people keep saying something about you, is there a temptation to believe the 
hype ? 

MES . 

the amount of time and energy he spent doing that.  

MS I think he cracked up towards the end. 

MES They always do.  

MS He blames you I think. 

MES Of course he does. They always do. Same with producers. It happened last week. 

MS What happened last week ? 

MES  fella [Dave 
Simpson], he was working for The Guardian, I got him drunk, which is an old trick, 

LP out called Reformation, have you not heard it ? And he said, yes I have, but what 
about when you said in 1983  a bit like you really. 

Gets a laugh.  

 And this went on for an hour or two, then he started crying.  

Gets a big laugh. 

me  

MS And that was the deal was it ? 

MES 

Top  

MS Well, you thought wrong then. 

MES  

MS Ok, well I think we should open it out to the audience. Now, I think you know, when 
this event was originally planned, I put something on one of the Fall websites for fans 
to send questions in, which they did. I have to be honest, most of them were mad. I 
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Mark where he gets his hair cut, how much he pays for his haircut, what he asks for 
when he gets his hair cut, and what he talks to the barber about.  

MES I was going to ask you that. 

Gets a big laugh. 

MS  Goodhead. 

Chris Alright Mark. My question is, do you believe in God and if so, is he a Fall fan ? 

MES  ? Do I believe in God ? Yeah.  

MS Why did you ask the question incidentally ? 

Chris I wanted to win a free ticket. 

Gets a laugh. 

MS This next one is a question from e Mark, 
some lyrics appear to be inspired by dreams. Some authors (eg. Clive Barker) have 
claimed to keep a notebook at the bedside so as to be able to quickly note anything 
vivid on waking. Is this a technique/method you have ever used? A no or yes will 

 Do you do that? Do you have 
vivid dreams? 

MES Do you ? 

MS I do yeah. 

MES What kind of dreams do you have? 

MS Well, I had a dream the other night that there was a civil war in a South American 
country and there were two tribes : The Dimblebys and the McGanns   

MES The brothers off the telly ? 

MS Yeah, they were genetically modified. 

MES  

Gets a huge laugh. 

 What country in South America ? Bolivia ? 

MS Somewhere like that. It was a dream. It was an invented country. 

MES An invented country ? 

Big laugh.MES shakes his head. 
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MES chool. Or going 
 

MS I have dreams like that. 

Gets a big laugh [Mark cancelled the f irst literary gig arranged in March as he had broken 
his hip] . 

MS You must dream about being on stage a lot. Does that happen ? 

MES Not really no.  

MS Do you still get just as big a buzz being on stage ? 

MES Yeah I do. But only because you can spend two months in a recording studio, then 
you get it in ten minutes on stage. Even if the audience is walking out. [audience 
laugh] I feel sorry fo
do it. It must be a lot of physical and mental strain.  

MS This next question is from Rik Neace in Chicago, a lot of the questions came from 
America. You must have a big fan base there. When you tour America, do you notice 
that? 

MES  

MS m 
 

MES I did Reformation, and I did Fall Heads Roll, and the album before that, and I wanted 
something that would glue it altogether, the fourth LP of the tryptych.  

 

MS Ok, next question is from 

and almost got in a fight with the drummer   

MES This is why the internet should be closed down. 

 Gets a laugh. 

 There should be a cull every 5 or 7 years.  

MS  Well, this is the question. If Albe s 
name be? 

MES 
know, I remember 1985
genuinely interested in The F   
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MS  

MES What? 

MS To want to know what you would have been called if not The Fall? [MES mumbles 
something  o the audience. 
Any questions out there? 

AUD How did you write Elasticman? 

Gets a big laugh. 

MES I hear what you re  

MS Ok, good. Has anyone got a question they want an answer to ? 

AUD Do you ever worry about becoming a national treasure ? Like Tony Benn 30 years 
ago, everyone hated him. 

AUD I wish you were my granddad. 

Gets a big laugh. 

MS   

MES I get that a lot as well. I get fellas who pret
no. 

AUD  

MES  ? 

AUD  Dave. 

MES  

DAVE t the 

re ace, but these days you get mentioned 
on Radio 4 and you never did years ago. 

MES  

MS  

MES 
that when times are hard people start getting more interested in The Fall.  

MS So now is a good time for you, in a recession.  

MES [Laughing] half of my mates think that the credit crunch is a new type of snack bar. 
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Gets a laugh.  

MS Ok, can we have another question. 

AUD Mark, those brown bottles  

Tape is inaudable after this point. 
wanted to quit  


